EDGERS

Shindaiwa’s edgers make it easy to leave a perfect edge every time. Commercial features, such as a height-adjustable guide wheel, open-face shield, and steel skid plate, combine with a high-performance engine to power through the toughest grass and dirt.

C262
Redefining the performance standard for professional landscapers in North America.
- Includes equipment for blade usage (blade sold separately)

C302
Unique combination of engine size, horsepower and gear ratio provides superior cutting performance.
- Includes equipment for blade usage (blade sold separately)

LE235
Entry-level commercial edger.
- Durable cast aluminum debris shield
- 2:1 gear case powers through tough overgrown grass

LE262
Redefining the performance standard for professional landscapers in North America.
- Durable cast aluminum debris shield
- 2:1 gear case powers through tough overgrown grass

EDGER ACCESSORIES

Lawn Edger Blade
Standard .090” thickness for edging driveways, sidewalks, flower beds and other borders.
- Length: 7.75”
Part #: 80419C (2 pack)
Part #: 80419B (Bulk pack of 50)

See page 23 for specifications.